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Price: 415,000€  Ref: ES166340

Apartment

La Cala Golf

3

2

107m² Build Size

This development is a unique project of two and three bedroom apartments &

penthouses that include the most impressive communal gardens, an enormous

swimming pool of 600 m2 designed as a lagoon, an outdoor gazebo and also a

children's playground.  Special attention has been paid to obtain elegant, functional and

modern properties with selected high-end materials, flooded with natural light, and

incorporating the latest renewable and sustainable energy technologies to be

environmentally friendly.  Every apartment includes either a covered outdoor parking

space within the gated community, or...(Ask for More Details!)
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This development is a unique project of two and three bedroom apartments & penthouses that include the

most impressive communal gardens, an enormous swimming pool of 600 m2 designed as a lagoon, an

outdoor gazebo and also a children's playground.  Special attention has been paid to obtain elegant,

functional and modern properties with selected high-end materials, flooded with natural light, and

incorporating the latest renewable and sustainable energy technologies to be environmentally friendly.  Every

apartment includes either a covered outdoor parking space within the gated community, or an underground

garage space and a storage room, both prepared with pre-installation to charge electric vehicles.  This

development offers the best quality lifestyle with a full variety of leisure and sport facilities to make every day

a perfect day. You can practice your favorite sports, relax in the award-wining spa centre, enjoy the

Mediterranean cuisine in the various restaurants, or just simply chill-out on your stunning terrace, enjoying

the breathtaking views under the Spanish sunshine.  It is located between Marbella and Fuengirola, only 30

minutes from the Malaga International airport.
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